Michigan Chapter IAEI
Meeting Survey
December 2-3, 2021
Southfield Marriott

Survey Results
61 Survey Responses
116 Attendees 9 Guests
Rating System 1-5 (5 is Highest)

Meeting Program
2020 Code Changes - Tim McClintock & Don Iverson

Poor Fair

Ave. Good Great

4.8

Electrical Vehicle Load Calculations - Beau Burton

4.2

Code Panel Questions and Answers - Don LaBrenz

4.6

Healthcare Facilities - Phil Clark

4.6

Communications - Dan Radecki

4.5

Rating System 1-5 (5 is Highest)

Hotel Facility
Hotel Meeting Room Facility
Thursday and Friday Breakfasts
Thursday's Lunch
Your stay at the Hotel
Should We Return to This Location?

Poor Fair

Ave. Good Great

3.2
3.7
3.9
3.7
Yes 35

No 17

PA-407 CP21-00111 2 Plan Review, 2 Specialty, 4 Technical
PA-407 CP21-000110 1 Communication, 1 Specialty, 2 Technical
ICC Preferred Provider #1053 IAEI 11 Hrs. Course Numbers
29648 2-Hrs. 18767 4- Hrs. 18715 2-Hrs. 18693 1-Hr. 18702 2-Hr.

Thank You for Attending Our Meeting and completing the Survey

Written Comments Received From the 2021 Annual Meeting Survey
Comments
Meeting program was very
good as were all the
presenters.

Great Venue, Easy Access, Very pleased with the food, Overall
everything went well. I always pickup some new knowledge, as they
say you never stop learning.

The seating arrangement was superior than other formats. Seats are closer to speakers
and screens as well as more seating in front row.

Load calculation program was way too long. Could have been done in one hour. Food was very good.
Meeting room too small. Awards to Mel well done and well deserved!
It would be nice if we could get credit for classes that take
place on just Thursday or Friday, instead of having to be
there both days to receive credit.
I would like to see the state
chief electrical inspector take
questions. Great event!

The seminar on health care
facilities was very interesting.

All programs were very useful and informative. I felt the
EV Calculations could be shortened. 4 hours seemed a bit
long.

I found all the programs informative, though it seemed the EV calculations portion was
geared more toward contractors rather than inspectors. Helpful for plan review , though 2
hours would have been sufficient. Would like to see more on chapter 5
I am a very new inspector. I have been a contractor for a while. When I go to these
classes, I would like information about current codes, not something that is coming in
2020/2023.
The Guest program attracts members who might otherwise
not attend, it gives Guests a chance to understand better
how IAEI operates, and it "builds our brand"

Loved the program on the
changes for 2020.

Every thing was good, all speakers did a good job and were
knowledgeable about their topic. Food and facilities were great as
well

All the speakers do a great job.
Looking forward to the next
meeting. Thank you.

Had a great time as usual. Very
Great Meeting and well
informative and professional.
organized.
Food was "ok" not great. We were packed in pretty tight and I
would not recommend this facility in the future

Great to see everyone! Thanks for
the program!
Well done and hotel staff was
on it

Not enough room in the presentation room. We were jammed in
and it made getting in and out of our chairs difficult.

Other than the small meeting
room it was great
The meeting room was a little crowded. Also, the restaurant
The facilities were adequate, we
options
were a little pricey. The facility was nice though, and the
are there for technical
rooms were clean and the beds were comfortable
information
Must have larger meeting room
Rooms and hallway very dirty,
Other than the small meeting
and we’ll as a separate room to
and staff didn't seem helpful.
room it was great
eat
I realize it must be difficult picking out venues but having enough room to egress is important.
Very good both days
(5) Too small of a meeting room
Great staff
For me, the facility was perfect
Facility was fine space was just
Better than shanty creek by far
in size and location. Great
a little cramped.
choice!
The meeting room was a little crowded. Also, the restaurant options were a little pricey. The facility
was nice though, and the rooms were clean and the beds were comfortable

Written Comments Received From the 2021 Annual Meeting Survey
Programs you would like to see
(4) Grounding and Bonding

(5) Solar and Renewables

(4) Plan Review

(2) Generators

(2) Alternative Energy

(2) Swimming Pools & Ponds

(2) Fire Alarm Installations

(2) Hazardous Locations

(2) 2020 Code Update Class

POE - Power Over Ethernet

Residential Solar Inspections

Wind turbines

Marinas and Docks

Large scale solar

Services

Tips for proper/thorough
electrical inspections

Distributed antenna systems

Switchgear GFP Calibration
and documentation

Energy Storage Systems

Technical and Specialty

Motor Conductor sizing and
OCPD's

Specific for fuel dispensing
and LP gas

Consumers Energy and
DTE Requirements

Plan review, Especially plan
review on solar installations

What Can We Do Better
Things went well

I think the Michigan chapter dose a great job. I wish I had room in
my schedule to help out. But just don’t have any time to spare.

Provide more education be it
webinars or in person

More continuing education
hours

Have more inspector school
meetings.

Promote more contractors for
membership / send out mailer

I was very impressed with the
Organizations structure!

I think Michigan Chapter is
doing a great job.

